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GATHER ROUND
WARM FIRES DRAW US CLOSE... Tables heavy with roast game 

and the fruits of late-season harvests form the centerpiece of our 

reunions. We pack the bags and take to the road, the air, and the 

water in search of family or winter fishing grounds where solitude 

is our friend. It’s a time of darkness that glows with firelight, a time 

of bounty & giving thanks. And right now it’s time to prepare our 

homes and ourselves for the good times to come.





FOUL-WEATHER LINED SWEATER
Our windproof and water-repelling sweater incorporates a lined body and a fleece-lined collar. Combine 

those features with draft-eliminating rib-knit trim on the cuffs and waist, and you’ve got effective insurance 
against nasty autumn weather. Detailed with cotton twill shoulder patches, side-seam pockets with micro-

fleece lining, and contrast grosgrain inside the collar. Printed lining. In dark olive, navy, gray heather, ginger. 
Sizes S(34-36), M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Pure wool. Washable. Imported.   

14SF  $139

SOFT TOUCH 
collar & handwarmer pockets 
are lined with fleece

cotton twill 
shoulders

STAY STRONG 
rib-knit cuffs & hem lock 
in warmth & won’t stretch 
out over time

ZIP UP WARMTH
updated, chunkier 
ziipper weathers the 
elements

LAUGH AT THE WIND 
ingenious liner stops 
gusts in their tracks, 
but still breathes 





RT7 QUILTED JACKET
Originally developed as lightweight warmth for jet fighter pilots flying at high altitudes, bombers had a 
unique attribute: a bright orange lining. Its purpose? To signal rescuers. We’ve resurrected the orange 

interior for the pop it brings to this jacket. In slate. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52); about 
29" long in size medium. Polyester. Washable. Imported.   2M1C  $198



DONEGAL OXFORD LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT
 Two centuries-old classics, the heathered Donegal and the basketweave Oxford, come together to 

create one very modern shirt. The heft, texture, and masterful mix of colors will intrigue from first wearing 
to the nth time you pull it from the closet. Button-down collar, two-button adjustable cuffs, and back center 

pleat with locker loop. In navy. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Pure cotton. Washable. 
Imported.

  2M32  $98



5-POCKET 1856 STRETCH DENIM
With their straight leg and clean silhouette, you’ll always look your best in these jeans. Just a bit of 
stretch in the weave allows for all-day comfort, and the signature Orvis details on the back pockets 

help further set them apart from the rest. Even waist sizes 32-46, 33, 35. Inseam 30", 32", 34". Cotton/
spandex. Washable. Imported.

2NKR  $98

STRETCH

STRETCH



THERE IS NO GREATER GIFT 

THAN TO BE AT HOME ON THE RANGE



BREAK THE BARRIERS 
a slight stretch in the 

fabric assures freedom 
of movement 

GET INSULATED  
polyester fill for warmth 
against blustery days 

BAG THE BIRD 
front-loading game 
pocket easily holds 
your game

WAX ON, WEATHER OFF 
waxed cotton outer keeps 

the elements at bay 

FREE YOUR HANDS 
bellowed cargo 
pockets expand to 
carry it all

ORVIS FRONT LOADER FIELD COAT
 We’ve reinvented a sportsman’s classic with stretch added to the waxed cotton fabric to improve 

range of movement. Functional nylon front-loading back game pocket. In olive/tan. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-
44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52); about 33" long in size medium. Body: cotton/nylon. Lining: nylon with polyester 

fill. Hand wash. Imported.
2M1G  $265



BIG HORN FLEECE VEST
 This is the perfect active fleece midlayer. The breathable, moisture-wicking, two-way stretch fabric 

repels water and wind. And it gives you all the mobility and warmth you need. Three secure pockets 
protect the things you carry in the field. In heather green, heather charcoal. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), 

XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Polyester/spandex. Washable. Imported. 
2LAZ  $69



FIELD FLANNEL SHIRT LONG-SLEEVED
 Flannel’s soft hand is created by brushing the fabric to create air cells that trap insulating warmth. We 

started with chunky steep cotton twill to achieve this shirt’s luxurious feel and warming ability. Then we 
outfitted it with a button-down collar and two patch pockets with button-through flaps. In navy/gray, weath-

ered red. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Pure cotton. Washable. Imported.   
2M3F  $89



THE FIELD HENLEY LONG-SLEEVED
We’ve brought the Henley into the modern era by constructing it of superlightweight drirelease® in a mini-
waffle weave. The soft fabric dries four times faster than cotton, wicks moisture, and inhibits odor. We kept 
one of the original features: 3” cuffs that stay in place when you push them up. In natural. Sizes M(38-40), 

L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Polyester/cotton. Washable. Imported.
2MTM  $89



CINCH-BACK MINER FIELD PANTS
 Once a common feature of pants, before belts came into vogue, the cinch does an admirable job of 

holding your britches up. We’ve included it on these rugged field pants (in addition to the more conven-
tional belt loops and suspender buttons), in a nod to their vintage roots. These pants feature rugged 

technical features, such as true overlays on each leg for comfort and protection in the elements and a 41/4" 
kickplate for longer-lasting cuffs. In tobacco. Even waist sizes 32-42. Inseam 30", 32", 34". Cotton/spandex. 

Washable. Imported.
2M14  $129

cinch back can 
be used in lieu 
of a belt or 
suspenders 



Hooded Button-Front Jacket
 Weatherproof, comfortably warm, and with a full stovepipe hood to keep the cold, wind, and rain 

out, this jacket is built to weather the seasons. It’s built for comfort, too. The fabric is breathable, raglan 
sleeves allow a full range of motion, and a cinch waist adjusts the fit and keeps cold winds from sneaking 

in. Red plaid interior lining. Large vintage brown Orvis buttons. In navy. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), 
XXL(50-52). Shell: cotton/nylon. Sleeves: nylon. Upper lining: polyester/rayon/wool. Lower lining: cotton. 

Washable. Imported.
2NGA  $198



PRINTED SHERPA FLEECE
Stay warm inside and out in this midlayer fleece in great prints that speak to our love of the land and the 
season. Three secure pockets (one snap-close chest, two lower zippered). Stretch trim at the cuffs and 

hem to keep the cold out. In snowflake, Badlands prints. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). 
Polyester. Washable. Imported.

2NG1  $98



TECH CHAMBRAY WORK SHIRT
Our technical shirt features a mechanical stretch, quick-dry fabric styled like an authentic chambray work 

shirt. Lightweight and wicking, it boasts a hidden button-down collar, and airholes at the underarms. 
In blue chambray, light green, medium blue, canteen. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). 

Polyester. Washable. Imported.    18Z9  $89



QUICK-DRY WITH STRETCH
HARDWORKING 
PERFORMANCE 
FABRIC



ULTIMATE FIELD CHINOS
 These field-inspired, stretch chinos are tough as nails, refuse to rip, and yet are as comfortable to 

wear as their civilian cousins. The secret’s in the modified ripstop fabric. And there’s just enough stretch 
in the cotton weave so they move easily with you. Easy-entry rounded quarter-top pockets with double-

needle stitching down the pocket opening for extra durability. The back patch pockets are double-needle 
stitched throughout and protected by button-through flaps. A double-layered kickplate staves off wear and 

tear. In khaki. Even waist sizes 32-42. Inseam 30", 32", 34". Cotton/spandex. Washable. Imported.
2M15  $109



Clipper Coat
 This military-inspired coat impresses as much with its rustic appeal as its warmth and weather resis-

tance. Longer than most for full coverage, its rich poly/cotton blend is waxed to protect you on misty moors 
and in light showers. The storm flap, which fastens with clips, adds a dashing element to the coat’s func-
tionality. Wool collar. In tobacco. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52); about 35" long in size 

medium. Polyester/cotton. Cold sponge, no soap. Imported.
2M1H  $325



BANDERA LEATHER BLAZER
 Legend has it that a red bandera was flown at Bandera Pass, deep in Texas Hill Country, to define 

the boundary between Spanish and Native American hunting grounds. This men’s leather blazer, in soft, 
supple goat nappa with a semi-nubuck finish, captures that rugged era. Two interior pockets. Self-leather 
elbow patches, back center vent. In brown. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Goat suede 

shell. Polyester lining. Professionally clean. Imported.
2M28  $495



THE PERFECT FLANNEL SHIRT
The softest flannel you will ever find, thick and brushed on both sides for maximum comfort. Washable 

faux-suede trim. In red/white/blue, rust plaid, hunter/navy, cream plaid, green/black, red.  Sizes S(34-36), 
M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Pure cotton. Washable. Imported.     

1L21  $79



Orvis AmericAn Denim JeAns
Our relaxed Classic Fit in a 5-pocket jean style with a touch of stretch. Vintage twill finish offers a rugged, 

slightly raw look. Orvis logo rivets, Orvis leather patch. “Trust your fly” detail in the fly facing. In natural. 
Even waist sizes 32-42. Inseam 30, 32, 34". Cotton/elastane. Washable. Cadiz, Kentucky.    

 MADE IN AMERICA

2F8N  $119



CasCade Bone-dry Hooded Parka
More of the breathable, waterproof protection you’re looking for. We’ve upped the ante on our best-selling 
Cascade Bone-Dry Jacket by adding length to the body and a hood. Now a full-fledged, easy-to-move-in 

parka, this outerwear is fleece-lined for warmth and features tricot-lined handwarmer pockets. Taffeta-lined 
sleeves are easy to slip into and out of. Two-way front zipper accommodates all the different ways you’ll 
wear it. Rib-knit cuffs are set into the sleeves for a cleaner look. In slate. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-

48), XXL(50-52); about 33" long in size medium. Polyester shell, polyester fleece body lining, nylon taffeta 
sleeve lining. Polyester fiberfill insulation. Washable. Imported.

2M1K  $169



CONTINENTAL BLAZER—OUR LIGHTEST COTTON TRAVEL BLAZER
 Because no amount of binding is comfortable when traveling, we started with a stretch fabric, then 

garment dyed and washed it to a slightly broken-in appearance. We left it unconstructed and mostly 
unlined for breathability and a casual air, but taped all the seams. Half-lined front. Two interior pockets (one 

button and one zip closure). In field khaki, navy. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52); about 
291⁄2" long in size large. Cotton/spandex. Washable. Imported.

2LL6  $198



RT7 QuilTed VesT
 A well-designed vest providing lightweight warmth, and enough pizzazz to wear to the office, is a 

good thing to find. Designed to go with just about anything in your closet, this onion-quilted vest is the 
perfect pairing for a flannel shirt or your favorite merino sweater. A bright orange interior gives it flair 

and the polyester exterior is easy to clean. Center-front zipper, and snap front with antiqued nickel hard-
ware. In slate. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52); about 28" long in size medium. Polyester. 

Washable. Imported.
2M1E  $129



ULTIMATE WRINKLE-FREE SHIRT LONG-SLEEVED REGULAR
 Hop off the plane, train, or rickshaw, looking and feeling as fresh and cool as if you’ve just stepped 

out of a five-star hotel. Our very first wrinkle-free shirt to have comfort stretch built in, plus EZ-Cool tech-
nology to whisk moisture away. Hidden mesh vents under the arms and back yoke help keep you cooler. 
In green/blue, light blue, red/blue, white. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Cotton/spandex. 

Washable. Imported.
2M9S  $109



5-Pocket Stretch PantS
We took our favorite 5-pocket jeans design, soft cotton twill (blended with just enough stretch), and 

garment dyed the pants for a broken-in look and feel. The result is absolutely the most comfortable pair 
of pants we’ve offered in ages. In light gray. Even waist sizes 32-42. Inseam 30", 32", 34". Cotton/spandex. 

Washable. Imported.
2LNG  $89



CONTACT: Jessica Donahue, Nancy Marshall Communications on behalf of The Orvis Company, Inc.

207.620.9075 | jdonahue@marshallpr.com

ABOUT ORVIS
Founded in 1856, Orvis believes the most meaningful experiences are created

by sharing the love of nature and being inspired by its endless possibilities.

Orvis pioneered the mail order business in the United States, operates more than

80 retail stores in the U.S. and U.K., and maintains a network of more than 400 dealers

worldwide as a trusted source of discovery and adventure in the natural world.

Orvis promises to open the door to extraordinary outdoor experiences, and to protect

nature by committing 5% of pre-tax profits each year to conservation projects worldwide.

Learn more at orvis.com.
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